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                   WWE Survivor Series @ Gameboy Advance 
              Complete Walkthrough & Full Character Finishers 

Welcome to IamHanzi's WWE Survivor Series Complete Walkthrough & Full Character 
Finishers.
Version 1.0, Last Updated Januray 29, 2005. 

After Version 1.1 is released, I guess will not make any more kind of upgrades 
on the FAQ. for the main reason I have better things to do in my life, because 
I don't give a damn on the grammar errors. I am just missing a little on the 
end of the Walkthrough, but, as you may see forward, it's not of much 
importance. 

I strongly sugest the faq. is read in a screen resolution of 1024x768. 
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=========== 
1. Game Pad 
=========== 

First of all, most people don't even know what does the buttons do, so I will 
expalin. 

Button A: 

 - Grapple (While standing) 
- Throw (While grapling, pressing up, down, left or right while you Throw, 
your character depending in who he is, performs a diferent maneuver for each 
direction)
- DDT (While running, also if you tap forward while doing it, some characters 
will do a personal movement) 
 - Tornbuckle Dive (On top of the tornbuckle when your opponent is on the floor) 



- Grab your opponent on the ground or turn him around (While opponent is on 
the floor)
 - Climb cage (Cage Matches only) 

Button B: 

- Punch (While standing, if you press up while doing it some characters will 
do a nature boy slap) 
- Kick (Tap forward then B to perform an abdominal kick, it decreases your 
special) 
- Smack (While grapling, pressing up, down, left or right while you "smack", 
your character depending in who he is, performs a diferent maneuver for each 
direction)
- Clothesline (While running, if you press forward while doing it some 
characters perform a personal move, also if you do it to your oponent next to 
the ropes, he will fall outside of the ring) 
- Submission move (While opponent is facing down in the floor, close to his 
feet)
 - Climb the tornbuckle (Next to the corners) 
 - Leave ring (Next to tornbuckles) 
 - Hit with the weapon (In hardcore matches) 
 - Stomp or Elbow Drop (While opponent is on the floor) 
 - Jackhammer (While on top of the tornbuckle) 

Button L1:

 - Pin 
 - TAG (Next to your partner in Tag Team matches only) 
 - Grab weapons (Outside of the ring, Hardcore Matches only) 
 - Put weapons in the ring (Hardcore Matches only) 

Button R2:

 - Run (While standing) 
- Irish Whip* (While grappling press FORWARD or BACK to any side you want to 
send the opponent to perform a Irish Whip) 
 - Back grapple (While grappling press DOWN and R2 same time to a back grapple) 
- Drag opponent (While grappling press R2 and then down to drag your opponent 
where you want, don't use this for too long or your opponent will perform a low 
blow, you can also use this movement to throw your opponent outside of the ring) 

*: While Iriship Whipping, you can press left or right and B to perform a 
elbow, or A to perform a high back bodydrop. 

L1 + L2: 

- Break Gapple (When your opponent grapples you and you have some energy in 
your special bar). 
- Break Pin (When your opponent pins you and you have full energy in your 
special bar). 
- Break sumbmission (When your opponent uses a submission move on you and you 
have full energy in your special bar). 

SELECT: Perform character Finisher Move. 

START: Pause Menu. 

========================= 
2. Understanding The Game 
========================= 



Before you play WWE Survivor Series, you must realise, this is NOT, another 
Beat 'Em Up, this is a real Wrestling simulator, just like WWE Road To 
Wrestlemania X8, just with A LOT better graphism, and a better game play, it 
leaves some of the best menus for RTWX8, but still a great game! Knowing that, 
you must win, but at the same time, give the audience a hell of a show, where 
they can see you hit, being hit, and some finishing moves, just like you would 
like to see a match, full of maneuvers, and both fighters getting their ass 
kicked. 

============== 
3. The Matches 
============== 

Here you'll learn what to do in the diferent type of matches: 

Single Match: 

* Perform all smacks, and throws your character has. 
* Perform at least one DDT. 
* Perform at least one Abdominal Kick. 
* Perform at least one clothesline. 
* Perform at least one Irish Whip. 
* Perform at least one submission move. 
* Perform at least one PIN attempt. 
* Get beat, normally until your opponent performs his finishing maneuver on you 
(Do not lose the match, just get a lil' beating). 
* Perform your finisher and pin the opponent right after it. 

NOTE: This is all you have to do, but I do everything that I am able to so I'm 
sure to get a 100% effectivity, and ensure I didn't forgot anything, also you 
can defeat your opponent by sumbission or if your finishing move is a 
submission. 

Submission Matches: 

* Perform all smacks, and throws your character has. 
* Perform at least one DDT. 
* Perform at least one Abdominal Kick. 
* Perform at least one clothesline. 
* Perform at least one Irish Whip. 
* Get beat, normally until your opponent performs his finishing maneuver on you 
(Do not lose the match, just get a lil' beating). 
* Perform your finisher and make your opponent Submit right after it. 

NOTE: This is all you have to do, but I do everything that I am able to so I'm 
sure to get a 100% effectivity, and ensure I didn't forgot anything, also you 
can defeat your opponent by sumbission or if your finishing move is a 
submission. 

Hardcore Matches: 

* Perform all smacks, and throws your character has. 
* Perform at least one DDT. 
* Perform at least one Abdominal Kick. 
* Perform at least one clothesline. 
* Perform at least one Irish Whip. 
* Perform at least one SUBMISSION attempt. 
* Perform at least one PIN attempt. 
* Hit your opponent with weapons you grab outside the ring. 



* Get beat, normally until your opponent performs his finishing maneuver on you 
(Do not lose the match, just get a lil' beating). 
* Perform your finisher and pin the opponent right after it. 

NOTE: This is all you have to do, but I do everything that I am able to so I'm 
sure to get a 100% effectivity, and ensure I didn't forgot anything, also you 
can defeat your opponent by sumbission or if your finishing move is a 
submission. 

Over The Top Rope Matches: 

* Perform all smacks, and throws your character has. 
* Perform at least one DDT. 
* Perform at least one Abdominal Kick. 
* Perform at least one clothesline. 
* Perform at least one Irish Whip. 
* Perform at least one SUBMISSION attempt. 
* Perform at least one PIN attempt. 
* Get beat, normally until your opponent performs his finishing maneuver on you 
(Do not lose the match, just get a lil' beating). 
* Perform your finisher throw your opponent outside of the ring. 

NOTE: I really don't waste time on Over The Top Rope matches, I just perform a 
Irish Whip on the opponent and clothesline him to the outside of the ring. 

Tag Matches: 

* Perform all smacks, and throws your character has. 
* Perform at least one DDT. 
* Perform at least one Abdominal Kick. 
* Perform at least one clothesline. 
* Perform at least one Irish Whip. 
* Perform at least one submission move. 
* Perform at least one PIN attempt. 
* TAG a few times. 
* Get beat, normally until your opponent performs his finishing maneuver on you 
(Do not lose the match, just get a lil' beating). 
* Throw one of the opponents outside of the ring so he can't interfere, perform 
your finisher and pin the opponent right after it. 

NOTE: This is all you have to do, but I do everything that I am able to so I'm 
sure to get a 100% effectivity, and ensure I didn't forgot anything, also you 
can defeat your opponent by sumbission or if your finishing move is a 
submission, when the sign "get in" appears, get immediately in the ring, also 
you can pick an opponent of the two (or three) and everytime he gets in the 
ring you TAG in, everytime he leaves you TAG out, after a few time start 
beating only one of them, and echange TAG's keeping him on the corner with the 
drag move, also remember NOT to hit your partner, it ain't cool. 

Cage Matches: 

* Perform all smacks, and throws your character has. 
* Perform at least one DDT. 
* Perform at least one Abdominal Kick. 
* Perform at least one clothesline. 
* Perform at least one Irish Whip. 
* Perform at least one submission move. 
* Perform at least one PIN attempt. 
* Get beat, normally until your opponent performs his finishing maneuver on you 
(do not lose the match, just get a lil' beating). 



* Perform your finisher and climb the cage after it. 

NOTE: This is all you have to do, but I do everything that I am able to so I'm 
sure to get a 100% effectivity, and ensure I didn't forgot anything. 

Triple Threat Matches: 

* Perform all smacks, and throws your character has. 
* Perform at least one DDT. 
* Perform at least one Abdominal Kick. 
* Perform at least one clothesline. 
* Perform at least one Irish Whip. 
* Perform at least one submission move. 
* Perform at least one PIN attempt. 
* Get beat, normally until both your opponents performs their finishers even if 
in the other. 
* Throw one of the opponents outside the ring, perform your finisher on the 
other and pin him right after it. 

NOTE: This is all you have to do, but I do everything that I am able to so I'm 
sure to get a 100% effectivity, and ensure I didn't forgot anything, you just 
can't pin or win by submission with both your opponents inside the ring, the 
one you're pinning will kick out immediately if they're both on the ring. 

Fatal 4 Way Matches: 

* Perform all smacks, and throws your character has. 
* Perform at least one DDT. 
* Perform at least one Abdominal Kick. 
* Perform at least one clothesline. 
* Perform at least one Irish Whip. 
* Perform at least one submission move. 
* Perform at least one PIN attempt. 
* Get beat, normally until all your opponents performs their finishers even if 
in each others. 

NOTE: This is all you have to do, but I do everything that I am able to so I'm 
sure to get a 100% effectivity, and ensure I didn't forgot anything, beat your 
opponents and let the match role, when you see one of them very weak and you 
have a good oportunity to pin him without being interrupted by the other two 
contestants, do so. 

Handicap Matches: 

* Perform all smacks, and throws your character has. 
* Perform at least one DDT. 
* Perform at least one Abdominal Kick. 
* Perform at least one clothesline. 
* Perform at least one Irish Whip. 
* Perform at least one submission move. 
* Perform at least one PIN attempt. 
* Get beat, normally until both your opponents performs their finishers even if 
in the other. 
* In 10 minutes, get more pins or submissions then your opponents together. 

NOTE: This is all you have to do, but I do everything that I am able to so I'm 
sure to get a 100% effectivity, and ensure I didn't forgot anything, use 
submission far from their team corner, it's much more easier and faster to win. 

Lumberjack Matches: 



* Perform all smacks, and throws your character has. 
* Perform at least one DDT. 
* Perform at least one Abdominal Kick. 
* Perform at least one clothesline. 
* Perform at least one Irish Whip. 
* Perform at least one submission move. 
* Perform at least one PIN attempt. 
* Get beat, normally until your opponent performs his finisher. 
* In 10 minutes, get more pins or submissions then your opponent. 

NOTE: This is all you have to do, but I do everything that I am able to so I'm 
sure to get a 100% effectivity, and ensure I didn't forgot anything, to easy 
wins just throw your opponent outside of the ring a lot of times, and when he's 
beat, use your special and repeat the process all over again. 

============== 
4. Walkthrough 
============== 

This is the "walkthrough" to WWE Survivor Series, the things you needed to know 
are pretty much on the top, even so, here comes the walkthrough. 

In the beggining a small chat with WWE chairman Vince McMahon takes place, 
where he tells you to pick a show, in where to fight. Let's start by RAW (you 
can choose Smackdown it doesn't make much diference, in the end you will 
understand). 

Pick one character from RAW roster, for starters, Kane is very good but I 
prefeer Randy Orton. 

You will be introduced now to your general manager, Eric Bischoff, he says that 
you will have to follow his instructions and his rules, and he guarantees you 
matches for titles and WWE belts (WWE Tag Team Champion, Intercontinental 
Champion and World Heavyweight Champion). But if you go against him, it's Game 
Over for you. Also, he says something that I explained in the section 2 
"Understanding The Game", you must NOT ONLY, win matches, but also intertain 
the audience, afterall this is sports entertainment, because no one want's to 
see an unpopular superstar have a title. 

TIPS:

- Avoid only offensive or only defensive matches. 
- Use all your moves. 
- Use the match with the Finishing Move. 
- Use weapons in hardcore matches. 
- Last but not least, win the match. 

This will be easy if you follow section 3 correctly for every type of match. 

Now let me explain this simple, the number of matches, the reason you're 
fighting for, if it's for a Title, if it's for anything, it is ALWAYS the same, 
the only diference, is who you face or team up with, and the type of match, 
I'll show my running with edge as the character, and even if I reloaded the 
game before the match probably wasn't the same person, or the same type of 
match. 

After this press YES to be directed for the first orders on RAW, the Tryouts... 

In the tryouts you have to win 1 out of 3 single matches, very easy, follow my 



instructions and try win the three at a 100% rate. 

In the end of each match if you did it right, Bischoff shall say: "That was a 
great match, the audience loved seeing all your moves." or "That was a great 
match, I wasn't sure if you were going to pull it out." or "Winning with your 
finishing move brings the fans to their feet. Great Match!" 

After the three matches are done, you will be asked if you want to save record, 
choose YES. Then we'll follow to the Qualification Bout For Tournament! 

This is the deal, a tournament involving both RAW and SMACKDOWN, is coming 
soon, Bischoff will put you in the tournament, if you can win 2 out of 4 
matches, and make sure your populatity level is grade E or above, if you follow 
my instructions, none of this will be a problem. 

For what I know the second fase is no longer Single Match only, my first match 
was Submission against Kane, the second one I got a Single Match against Randy 
Orton that was interrupted by Shawn Michaels, in the third match Kane returned 
for vengeance over the man who made him tap out, in a Single Match where Triple 
H interfered, and the fourth match, Christian, in a Single Match, finished the 
Qualification Bout. 

After the four matches are done, you will be asked if you want to save record, 
choose YES. Now, the tournamet, between SMACKDOWN and RAW begins, you have to 
win ALL your matches, and reach a popularit of grade E or above. 

NOTE: In the tournament, your energy passes from match to match, you'll go with 
the same energy from the earlier match to the next ones. 

In the Quarter Finals, I faced the SMACKDOWN superstar, RVD, the rules are like 
in a Single Match, with one diferent thing, there was no count out outside of 
the ring, in the Semi-Finals, I got another SMACKDOWN superstar, Booker T, and 
in the Finals finally a RAW superstar, I faced HBK Shawn Michaels, and won the 
tournament. 

Now you can save your record, and I sugest you do, because you will now start 
the battle for your first bettle, in the Qualification Bout for World Tag Team 
Championship. 

Here is the deal, you will need to win 3 out of 4 matches, achieve a grade D or 
above in popularity, wich you probably already have if you followed my 
instructions, and a grade B or above in teamwork. depending on who you are, you 
will get one Tag Team Partner, and no matter how you load the game, that person 
will be your Tag Team Partner, for Orton, it's Triple H, for Edge, it's Chris 
Benoit, (Funny that now they can't stand each others, Benoit <-> Edge , Orton 
<-> Triple H) I am not going to tell who it is for each person, because it 
wouldn't make sense waste time going to this fase with every character, and you 
probably want to figure it out for yourself. 

My first match, as Edge with Chris Benoit as partner, I faced Kane and Triple 
H, in the second one, Christian and Randy Orton, in the third match, Hardcore 
match, vs Orton and Christian again, the fourth match was vs HBK & Randy Orton. 
And then was time for the World Tag Team championship, submission match, vs 
Orton & Kane, the title retainers, not for long. 

Now that we're in Title Belt's spree, it's time for the Qualification Bout for 
Intercontinental Championship. You need to win 5 out of 6 matches, and achieve 
grade C or above in popularity! 

My first match was against Kane, in a Cage Match, followed by a Hardcore match 



vs Shawn Michaels, and another Cage Match vs Kane, so much for single matches. 
Fourth match finally a Single Match vs Shawn Michaels, but one is enough, fifth 
match Chris Jericho, in a hardcore match, don't forget to put some weapons in 
the ring and use them in hardcore matches, I forgot... And then a Submission 
match vs Kane, if Edge had to fight all this type of matches vs the person I 
did, he would've freaked out.. 

Finally the chance at one title really worthing the effort, the 
Intercontinental Championship title! Live on a Pay Per View! Win the match, and 
get a grade of C or more in popularity. 

My opponent was Randy Orton, the match, was submission. Winning the title, 
Bischoff asks you to save your record, choose YES! 

Now the qualification bout for Royal Rumble, if you want a shot at the World 
Heavyweight Champion title, you need to win the Royal Rumble! But first let's 
qualify for it.. We need to win all 4 matches Bischoff has for us, and achieve 
a grade B or greater in popularity! 

First match, Submission Match vs Triple H, second match, Cage Match vs Randy 
Orton, in the third match HBK Shawn Michaels came for a Single Match until 
Christian interfeered, and for the fourth and final match, Chris Benoit, in my 
favorite style, the Hardcore Match! After you complete the mission, Bischoff 
will ask you to save, choose YES! 

Now, finally, the challenge for Royal Rumble, over the top rope matches, you 
join the ring with an opponent and every 30 seconds, a new person comes in, the 
easier matches ever, it doesn't sound like, but simply Irish Whip your opponent 
and when he's near the rope Clothesline him out. you can't lose, and you must 
achieve a popularity grade of B or more, wich you prolly should have you 
followed my instructions. 

This was my Royal Rumble list, Kurt Angle, Triple H, Eddie Guerrero, Shawn 
Michaels, Kane, John Cena, RVD, Undertaker, Chris Jericho, Booker T, Christian, 
Randy Orton, Chris Benoit, Chavo Guerrero & Rey Mysterio. Upon winning, 
Bischoff will ask you to save, choose YES! 

Well Well Well, Looks like Bischoff changed the rules, we are NOT getting a 
shot at the title, like we should by winning the Royal Rumble, the person who 
wins may choose to fight for the World Heavyweight Championship, or WWE 
Championship, but this time ain't gonna be like it, before, you'll need to win 
6 consecutive matches, in a grade A of popularity or above. 

First, I faced Shawn Michaels in a Single Match, followed by Chris Jericho in a 
Hardcore Match, Triple H in another Hardcore Match, Shawn Michaels again this 
time in a Cage Match, Randy Orton In Submission Match, And Finally, Chris 
Benoit in a Hardcore Match! 

Finally, Wrestlemania, and the shot at Triple H's World Heavyweight Title! Go 
Out There And Win The Match! After you win the match, you will receive a visit, 
from WWE Chairman, Mr. Vince McMahon... 

...Since you won all the championship belts in this show he is transfering you 
to SMACKDOWN, now you can play with a RAW character on SMACKDOWN! or vice 
versa.. Now just repeat the process, wining every single belt like in the RAW 
show, and you finish the game. 

NOTE: There are NO unlockable characters, I did every single and possible 
imaginary thing in this game, and I didn't unlock anyone. 



====================== 
5. Character Finishers 
====================== 

This are the finishers for each WWE Survivor Series character. 

- Randy Orton 

Normal RKO: Front grapple + Select 
Running RKO: Run + Select 

- Triple H

Pedigree: Front grapple + Select 
Modified Pedigree: Kick + Select 

- Booker T

Book End: Front grapple + Select 
Scissors Kick: Kick + Select 

- Edge 

Edgecution: Front grapple + Select 
Edge O' Matic Pin: Behind grapple + Select 

- Shawn Michaels 

Sweet Chin Music: Close to opponent + Select 

- John Cena 

F-U: Front grapple + Select 
Running F-U: Irish Whip + Select 

- Christian 

Reverse Behind DDT: Front grapple + Select 
Unprettier: Behind grapple + Select 

- Kurt Angle 

Angle Slam: Front grapple + Select 
Multiple German Suplex: Behind grapple + Select 
Ankle Lock: While your opponent is on the ground facing down + Select 

- Chris Benoit 

Diving Headbutt: Top of tornbuckle + Select 
Crippler Crossface: While your opponent is on the ground facing down + Select 
Multiple German Suplex: Behind grapple + Select 

- Chavo Guerrero 

Brainbuster: Front grapple + Select 
Frog Splash: Top of tornbuckle + Select 

- Chris Jericho 

Walls Of Jericho: While your opponent is on the ground facing up + Select 



Running Enziguri: Run + Select 
Multiple German Suplex: Behind grapple + Select 

- Eddie Guerrero 

Los 3 Amigos: Front grapple + Select 
Frog Splash: Top of tornbuckle + Select 

- Rob Van Dam (RVD) 

Five Star Frog Splash: Top of tornbuckle + Select 

- Rey Mysterio 

Bulldog: Front grapple + Select 
Running Bulldog: Run + Select 

- Kane 

Chokeslam: Front grapple + Select 

- Undertaker 

Tombstone Piledriver: Front grapple + Select 
Last Ride: Kick + Select 

NOTE 1 : The following finishers are missing ON THE GAME: 

- Rey Mysterio's 619 
- Rob Van Dam's Rolling Thunder. 
- Chris Jericho's Lion Sault. 
- Chris Benoit's Sharpshooter. 

NOTE 2: Undertaker's Choakslam is NOT missing, it's a normal throw. Edge's 
Spear is NOT missing, it's one of the hits you can do when your opponent is 
running thowards you or viceversa. In a side note, this moves should be 
specials, and not normal moves. 

==================== 
6. How To Contact Me 
==================== 

First of all, READ the faq. I doubt that if you read it well, you will need to 
contact me, second of all, write WWE Survivor Series in the subject when 
sending me an E-Mail if I see one E-Mail from a person I do not know from 
anywhere, with a weird subject, I will report it as trash and I will never 
again receive mails from you, not intentionaly, I do that because of virus, and 
I do not open mails I do not know, and most important of all, DO NOT, over ANY 
circumstance, add me to your MSN, knowing this, my E-Mail is 
xmaster_soulx@hotmail.com. 

================= 
7. Special Thanks 
================= 

I would like to say thanks to: 

- My mom and dad for giving me birth, and taking care of me all those years 
until I got my own house and started working. 
- WWF for starting the TV shows of Wrestling, wich allowed WWE to exist now. 



- Lex Luger, Sting, Goldberg, Hulk Hogan, Big Show (Giant), Etc. for making me 
like Wrestling like I do now. 
- DSF, TNT and Sic Radical for transmiting the shows. 
- Gameboy, THQ, Jakks Pacific, Natsume, and WWE teams for making this game. 
- Gamefaqs, a HUGE thanks, for all the leeching I did reading all those hard to 
do faqs. without ever contributing one faq. Always helping me out when I was 
stuck or trying to get 100% of my games finished, being the best site of games 
online, I owed you one, and here is my repay! ;) 
- Neoseeker for the great forums it has, and Neoseeker's Leochan for the 
courtesy, and showing interest in this, my first faq. and wich I hope not being 
the last! 

============ 
8. Copyright 
============ 

(C) Copyright 2005, F畸io Gaspar. 

"This may not be reproduced under any circumstances except for personal, 
private use. It can not be placed on any web site without advance written 
permission. Use of this guide on any other web site or as a part of any public 
display is strictly prohibited, and a violation of copyright." 

"All trademarks and copyrights contained in this document are owned by their 
respective trademark and copyright holders" 

Thanks to Gamefaqs. for the Copyright & Trademarks description. 

Simply put, copying this FAQ. to another website is Plagiarism and it's 
punished by law. If you see this faq in a website, book, etc. other then 
GAMEFAQS. their affiliates and Neoseeker, please report it immediately to my 
E-Mail, because it took me a long time, hard work and effort to create this 
faq. to someone steal my ideas, when it's much more simple ask for my 
permission, then to claim it's theirs. thanks in advance. 

Someone who I won't mention obviously, told me he found my FAQ. at Gamespot, 
and they were plagiating etc. please before sending me an E-Mail search for 
somewhere in the site for "affiliates", if in the affiliates of that website 
you see GAMEFAQS. do not E-Mail me because I gave all GAMEFAQS. affiliates 
authorization for using it right in the moment I gave authorization to 
GAMEFAQS. but since their affiliates are so many, I didn't include them. 

In a last note, sorry for my bad english, but I hope you guys understand. :P 

F畸io Gaspar (Portugal) 

This document is copyright IamHanzi and hosted by VGM with permission.


